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Johnny Appleseed 2.0
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
The world has taken note of the passing of Apple CEO
Steve Jobs. Everyone’s been interviewed, from the U.S.
President to legions of Apple users around the world. The
long-awaited Walter Isaacson biography, Steve Jobs, will
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ciples of Buddhism than Confucianism. We’ll look at five
quotes from I, Steve.
At Its Core
According to Steve Jobs, “Apple’s the only company left in
this industry that designs the whole widget. Hardware,
software, developer relations, marketing. It turns out that
that, in my opinion, is Apple’s greatest strategic advantage. We didn’t have a plan, so it looked like this was a
tremendous deficit. But with a plan, it’s Apple’s core
strategic advantage if you believe that there’s still room
continued on next page
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for innovation in this industry, which I

Jobs described a reductionist method

do, because Apple can innovate faster
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or tapering profile. Function is indistinguishable from
A Different Da Vinci Code

design, but getting to the point where the two become one

Actually, the designer of the whole widget was the man who

thing is a little mysterious. In 1996, Jobs tried to describe

was the whole creator, which kind of obscured the fact that

the process to a Wired editor: “Design is a funny word.

Jobs wasn’t an engineer, a programmer, nor an industrial

Some people think design means how it looks. But of

designer. In their Time article, Lev Grossman and Harry

course, if you dig deeper, it’s really how it works. The

McCracken wrote, “Steve Jobs remade the world as com-

design of a Mac wasn’t what it looked like, although that

pletely as any single human being ever has, but he had no

was part of it. Primarily, it was how it worked. To design

business doing it. He wasn’t qualified.” He didn’t have the

something really well, you have to get it. You have to really

degrees, he wasn’t a C++ code jockey, and he had to rely on
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others to generate the calculus that defined the limits for
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finger-touch input on glass monitors. Yet these authors
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describe him as the inventor of the future because his fin-
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gerprints were all over every iProduct.
Walter Isaacson further explaines, “He didn’t invent many

It’s in quotes like this that you can glimpse an essential
difference between Apple and other high-tech companies

things outright, but he was a master of arranging ideas, art,

like Oracle or Microsoft. While they were handing out

and technology in ways that repeatedly invented the future.”

copies of Sun Tzu’s Art of War to staff at other locations in

“I’ve never believed they’re separate,” Jobs told Time
magazine back in 1999. “Leonardo da Vinci was a great

Silicon Valley, Jobs would probably have been more likely
to lend you his copy of Robert Heinlein’s Stranger in a

artist and a great scientist. Michelangelo knew a tremendous

Strange Land or D.T. Suzuki’s seminal book, the Manual of

amount about how to cut stone at the quarry. The finest

Zen Buddhism.

dozen computer scientists I know are all musicians. . . I
don’t believe that the best people in any of these fields see
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themselves as one branch of a forked tree. I just don’t see

On more on than one occasion, Steve Jobs talked about

that. People bring these things together a lot. Dr. Land at

aspiring to “make a dent in the universe.” In 1993, he

Polaroid said, ‘I want Polaroid to stand at the intersection of

expressed it this way to a Fortune editor: “Being the richest

art and science,’ and I’ve never forgotten that.”

man in the cemetery doesn’t matter to me. . . Going to bed

This merging can be seen in the Zen-tech designs of
many of the Apple products. In a 2006 article in Newsweek,
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at night saying we’ve done something wonderful—that’s
what matters to me.” SF

